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SECTION _ A

Very short answer type questions (Answer all 10 questions of 1 markeach) :

1. Filter circuits are used in power supplies. Why ?

2. lf three stage amplifier has individualstage gains of 8 db, Sdb and 12db, how

much is its total gain ?

3. What is meant by the frequency response of an amplifier ?

4. Give the Barkhausen condition for oscillations.

A ,nFM, when frequency deviation is doubled how does it affect the modulation ?
IJ
-6 Which are the frequency determining elements in phase shift oscillators ?

@ no*much is the percentage of regulation in an ideal rectifier ?

8. Junction transistors are called bipolar devices. Why ?

9. Write any two methods used for transistor biasing'

10. can the deptetion-mode MoSFET operate with positive gate 
"o',r?f;; =10 Marks)

SECTION - B

short Answertype questions (Answerany eightquestions). Each question carries

2 marks.

11. what is meant by depletion layer ? How is it formed in PN junctions ?

12. Explain the term Plv in connection with a half wave rectifier' P.r.o.

a
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13. What is meant by the Alpha cut off frequency ?

14. what are the essentials of a feedback LC oscillator ?

15. what happens to the input and output resistances of an amplif ier when a negative

voltage shunt feedback is used ?

16. Discuss the characteristics of Zener diode'

' .n. Define Q Point of a transistor.

18. Explain the principle of heterodyning'

1g. A low gate-source threshold voltage of an enhanced mode MOSFET is desirable.

whv ?

20. What is a Triac ?

21. What are the characteristics of an ideal Op-amp ?

22. What is a class A amPlifier ? (8x2=16 Marks)

SECTION - C

Answerany six questions. Each question carries 4 marks.

Zg. The current flowing through a pn junction Si diode is 80 mA for a forward biasing

of 0.g volt at 300 (. Deteimine the static and dynamic resistance of the diode.

24. ,6r azener regulator circuit' vz = 9 V' Rs = 4KQ ' RL = 2Ko and the input
-Trortuge 

varies ftm zs V to aSV.-Find the niaximum andminimum values of the

Zener current.

25. Findthe values of v"= and Au for the transistor amplifier circuit shown below :

,/ tr8v

-/ T------'---
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26. Drawthe circuit diagram of a Phase shift oscillatorwith Iabels on the components.

27. An FM signal has a resting frequency of 1 25 M{zand highe-st frequency of
125.04 MHz when modulated by a signal of frequency 10 kHz. Determine :

i) frequencY deviation

ii) carrier swing and

iii) modulation index.

z,/Obtain the relation between current amplification factors cr and B.- l-/\-' 
29. The open loop gain of an amplifier is - 100 and it gives an output distortion

voltage of 0.2 V. lf the tolerance output distortion voltage with negative feedback

,is0.04V,findthereversetransmissionfactor.

30. An N channelJFET has the following parameters : lraa 15 mA and Vo = - 3 V.

lf VcS = -2.5 V, find the saturation drain current log and the minimum value of

Vos for the onset of the saturation region.

A1. AninvertingamplifierhasRt=3KCl andR=lkQ.Determinetheoutputvoltage,
the input resistance and the input current for an input voltage of 2V. (6x4=24 Marks)

SECTION - D

g2. Describe an experiment to study the input and output characteristics of a CE

Transistor. Discuss the active, saturated and cut off regions of the output

characteristics.

gB. Discuss the operation of a Full wave bridge rectifier. Obtain the etficiency of the

/ same,

84. Describe the term feedback in amplifiers. Explain the principle of negative

feedback and discuss the advantages of negative feedback

/fi. What is amplitude modulation ? Describe the mathematical analysis,gf ly y,""'
'/ -- Explain upper and lower side frequencies. (2x15=30 Marks)


